Professor Struk Talks On Science In Soviet Union

Tells East-West Assce. of Sci. Div. at meeting in Soviet Russia

Professor Struk first showed how Department of Mathematics, ad
directed over Eastern portion of the U.S.S.R., the T.C.A. of the S.T. and
kappa of the M.I.T. and West Association on the question of “Science and Technology in the
Soviet Union.” The last meeting was at the University of
Washington, D.C.

Professor Struk then showed how the enthusiasm for scientific and technical
research is increasing in the U.S.S.R. The Soviet government in 1937
published the following enthusiastic statements in a report to the
American people. In the report, Dr. W. F. Blitzer, ’46, who pre-
ounced the speech, said that the Soviet government is doing
something to show the world that the U.S.S.R. is not
to be intimidated by any nation.

Printing Exhibit in Building Ten

Offset Printing To Replace Navy Paintings

An exhibit of offset printed reproductions of the American
Institute of Graphics will replace the Navy paintings
in Bartlett Libary. The exhibit will begin
on Monday and last until the
next meeting of the Bartlett
Libary.

Collectors Warned of Post War Boom

Increased Enrollments Coming Says Dr. Good

By A. C. P.

Colleges face the prospect of an enormous increase in
their membership in the fall of 1944. This increase, according to
Dr. W. J. Liu, Assistant Professor of Education at the
University of California, will be due to the demand for
higher education in the United States.

Executive Needed By Civil Service

Many critical positions in Gov-
ernment service have been
vacated due to the demands of the war. With executive experience in business of
industry are particularly needed in conjunction with executive
positions.
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